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Introduction to the Project: Partnership

11 partners
3 cities



Introduction to the Project: Main Goals

“The development of local
strategic sustainable smart city

plans which address the efficiency
of different flows across all the key

sectors on the value chain in an
integrated manner”



Introduction to the Project: Complex Systems – Wicked
Problems



Introduction to the Project: Other goals

To enable all participant cities and partners to learn from the successful
and unsuccessful experiences of other cities and experts.

To integrate all the stakeholders in the smart city plan definition: public
administrations, policy makers, technology providers, financial organizations,
enterprises and citizens.
To better understand the complex energy, resource, social and economic
flows and their relationships.

To have a clear picture on the number, effectiveness, cost and inter-
dependence of the possible smart city interventions and projects.

To disseminate a replication plan to other similar cities at the European
Scale



Introduction to the Project: Expected Outcomes & Outputs
Three comprehensive Smart City Plans which take into account all
relevant actors in the value chain.  Integrated planning.

An open-source knowledge exchange ICT platform to be reused in
the future to visualize and exchange information on the
implementation and monitoring of the Smart City Plans.

An open-source, transferable methodology for developing systems-
thinking based city models, Smart City Plans and their screening
(Key performance indicators).

An Energy Master Plan Process Model which is applied to three city
districts.



Introduction to the Project: How?

City is a complex system

Open Innovation

Engaging stakeholders



Case Studies:

BRISTOL
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Modelling workshops in Bristol

• Stakeholder workshops – Use of HPM
• Combination of owners, occupiers and council departments
• Combination of expertise – no specialist focus (energy/transport etc.)
• Different stakeholders over the two sessions
• First session created high-level processes
• Second session utilized specialist sub-groups to identify sub-processes

within:
1. Achieving technical Feasibility
2. Achieving commercial viability of technology
3. Achieving low-carbon mobility
4. Enabling decision-making architecture

• Important to note: transformational statement changed after first session



Example of HPM



Environmental

What are  key
environmental factors
over the lifetime of the
intervention such as:
- Waste and Resources
- Air quality
- Water environment,
including quality and use
- Biodiversity and
ecosystems

Heritage and townscape will be
important considerations; there may be
issues with the installation of solar
panels on listed structures in and
around the EZ site.
Other issues would be of relevance in
considering the supply chain.

Is the intervention likely
to contribute to a net
atmospheric greenhouse
gas (GHG) reduction?

Solar energy is a renewable energy
form with zero GHG emissions in
operation.
However, other effects at the point of
manufacture are an important
consideration, and thus the supply
chain is an important consideration.

• SPeAR and PESTEL
considered as equivalent
tools

• Both based upon a series of
strategic, analytical questions

PESTEL analysis in combination with SPeAR



WP5 - General approach and activity to date
• Bristol determined to concentrate on ‘Smart Energy’, rather than ‘Smart City’

planning.

• Decided that the council would take lead role but that responsibility for delivery
would build upon existing partners/partnerships

• A series of four  strategic meetings were held to determine the approach to the
second year of stakeholder engagement:

i. Meeting with Project partners to define high-level transformational statement for
modelling workshops.

ii. 2 meetings to discuss ‘energy flow’ for Bristol
iii. Final meeting to establish stakeholders and engagement approach

Transformational statement:

A shared plan for how to use and source power and heat in the city to meet the
needs of people and businesses while improving the city as a place to live and work
and protecting the environment



Escalation of methodology based on Sankey Diagram – e.g



Flow chart & Sankey Diagram - Bristol

• Not ‘Authentic’ Sankey
• Charts energy flow from generation to consumption
• Stakeholders were ‘mapped against’ each stage in the flow
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Case Studies:

FLORENCE







Transformational statement – the vision
The path to the «ambitious  targets»

Florence, with the approval of the Action Plan for Sustainable Energy in July 2011, has started the path
towards sustainability and the 2020 represents the first step in meaningful and relevant results, of a
journey that today Florence fix to 2050.

SMART CITY
PLAN 2015



STEEP and coproductive approach

Florence is not new in participation processes: the structural plan, the planning
rules as well as the SEAP paths were subject to European Community
guidelines and the Region of Tuscany's law on popular participation in urban
planning, but they were also subject to public participation processes that
involved the citizens themselves in city development issues through the
'Florentines change the City' event. 100 meetings in 100 places, in 2010. The
analysis led to a series of conclusions which influenced strongly the final
version of the documents.
Now the direct participation is represented by
the “Maratona dell’ascolto” meetings.

ACHIEVE SMART GROWTH
DO MORE WITH LESS

ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP

IF YOU CAN MEASURE, YOU
CAN MANAGE



STEEP Governance model: flow chart, structure,
responsibilities and interactions

This participatory, holistic outlook and the provision of specific competencies and
professions is precisely what was foreseen in the formation (decision no.
2010/DD/9331 of 28.10.2010) of the issue-based "Covenant of Mayors" Working
Group (WG - GDL). Due to its nature and the importance of the issue, the WG is
interdirectorate in character and covers multiple areas (although the urban
development issue is the area most involved and affected, naturally).

The Working Group, in other words, is dynamic
and open to any suggestions and to any
internal and external components that
demonstrate or develop a stake in the plan's
implementation and the achievement of the
proposed objectives.



THE MODEL TEST AT THE CASCINE PARK PILOT AREA
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The STEEP target for the city

FOR  A SMART, INCLUSIVE,
INNOVATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE

FLORENCE AT 2030



The “Florence Smart City Master
Plan”

Within June 2015 the “Smart city master plan” will be
developed in the FP7 framework : it is going to convey
every policy related to the Smart city vision included in
the other planning instrument and to define an overall
vision for the city of Florence through a co-productive
approach involving all the stakeholders.
The structural Zero volumes plan, the mobility plan, the
electro mobility master plan, the SEAP, the digital
Manifesto and all the other existing strategic tools will
be condensed in one single master plan which is going
to improve the existing targets enlarging the vision
above 2020.
The actual objectives will be confirmed and integrated
with an “inclusive” vision of the city which embrace also
the social sphere.



Monitoring and adoption strategies
The control of the achievements will be based on the project monitoring
methodologies (data mapping, italian flag, key performance indicators, PESTEL
analysis) linked to the energy management system (European Energy Award) in use.
As soon as possible the indicators selected by the project will be calculated and
published (municipal web portal, stakeholders platform,…)

The milestones in the planning procedure are:
•In july the first draft will be available
•The participation/discussion opened in the early 2015 will go on until the beginning
of september
•A definitive version will be developed
•Within september the plan will be adopted officially.



Case Studies:

SAN SEBASTIAN/DONOSTIA



Outline of the Process for Integrated Planning in the Smart
City Plan

Two main goals:

- A main strategic line with shared objectives. Integrated
planning.

- Coherence (consistency) and Coordination in the Public
Action



Outline of the Process

Involvement of City Council Departments:
Dpto. Participación Ciudadana Amaia Agirreolea
Dpto. Infraestructuras y Servicios Urbanos Alfonso Vázquez
Dpto. Mantenimiento y Servicios Urbanos Aitor Basurto
Dpto. Servicios Urbanos (agua y saneamiento) Fernando Pérez
Dpto. Infraestructuras y Servicios Urbanos Carlos Sánchez Prieto
Dpto. Movilidad Angel Querejeta
Dpto. Movilidad Josu Benaito
Dpto. Movilidad (Secc Aparcamientos) Jose Ramón Ordóñez
Dpto. Servicios Urbanos (alumbrado) Jose Manuel Del Rey
Dpto. Medio Ambiente Iñaki Irurtia
Dpto. Medio Ambiente (Sostenibilidad) Ana Juaristi
Dpto. Urbanismo Juan Carlos Cuevas
Dpto. Urbanismo David Rebollo
Etxegintza Juan Mª Artola
Oficina Estrategia 2020 Kepa Korta
Dbus Gerardo Lertxundi
CIM Ana Salustiano



Outline of the Process: Axis



Outline of the Process: Areas

Smart & Open Government

Donosti
Smart City

Plan



Outline of the Process: 3 Working Groups

Working Group in Energy &
Sustainability



Outline of the Process: 3 Working Groups

Working Group in Solutions



Outline of the Process: 3 Working Groups

Working group in
Mobility



Outline of the Process: How?

Second Session

Third Session

First  Session

SWOT Analysis to
find out the State of
the Art.

Defining Goals to
understand which
should be the
targets.

Producing models
for each goal and
using HPM finding
out the critical
processes according
to their performance
(PeriMeta Software)

Defining projects
and finding solutions
to solve problems.

Prioritazing feasible
actions. PESTEL
Analysis



Ahead:

- First draft of the Smart City Plan by June 2015

- Review by Advisory Board in July 2015

- Open to citizen discussion till August 2015

- Open to stakeholder’s discussion till August 2015

- Final version of the Plan by end of September 2015



Website: http://www.smartsteep.eu
Twitter: @STEEPproject

Facebook: STEEP Project



Grazie Mile
Eskerrik asko

Gracias
Thank you


